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Why? 

● Clinical staff and role in research 
● Limited training opportunities 
● Creation of the Research Envoy 

internship  programme
● Project - part of the NIHR Advanced 

Leadership Programme

#WhyWeDoResearch
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What is a Research Envoy?
● Dictionary definition: envoy  = a messenger
● Non-medical staff, any band, who spread the 

message about research
● Creating a strong research culture
● By undertaking a 6 month internship Envoys will:

● Understand importance of research for 
patients

● Understand what research can do for 
services

● Make their practice more evidence based
● Be able to talk to patients and staff about 

research and research opportunities
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Envoys are expected to…and not 
Envoys are expected to…
• Be enthusiastic about research
• Take responsibility for their learning

– Make use of a mentor
– Make arrangements for research placements
– Self-directed learning & complete a small project 
– Attend training 

• After the programme, continue to spread the research message
Envoys are not expected to …
• Consent patients to research studies
• Collect research data
• Come up with ideas for their own research
• Although some of this may develop
• Know everything about research!
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Programme content 

• 20 day internship over 6 months
• Funded by CRN EM - back fill  

The internship comprised:
• 5 educational days
• 10 days of placement - shadowing research staff
• 4 days self-directed study - for own project & learning
• 1 day project presentation and graduation
• Monthly mentoring by experienced research professional
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What? 5 Educational days

Day 1 - Introduction
What is research? 
Day 2 
Research Standards
Days 3/4
‘Next Steps in Delivering Clinical Research’ 
Day 5
Influencing and persuading skills
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Paula’s Story

• Occupational Therapist - 28 years
• Rehabilitates stroke patients
• Not degree qualified
• Phoned about Envoy programme
• Anxious but keen
• Minimal research knowledge
• No research in the service
• Encouraged her to apply
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Paula’s project

• Research noticeboard
• Involved patients and staff
• Patient’s research stories
• Evidence based practice
• Plans for boards in all our

community hospitals
• Twitter
• Raised the profile of research
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Paula’s story

What next?

• Journal club

• Poster presentation RCOT

• Publication in professional magazine

• Site for definitive study on vocational 

rehab 

• Appointed to Clinical Academic Role

– 50% clinical, 50% research

– Own research study

WOW!!!!!
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Evaluation
• Baseline & end of programme questionnaires 
• Envoy reflective logs
• Mentor and line manager feedback
• Project managers’ experiences
• Feedback at each training session
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Envoy projects

1. Promotional displays/leaflets for service users
2. Research notice boards/displays
3. Team presentations
4. Research awareness campaigns
5. Lunchtime research forum series
6. Blogs and publications
7. Research pages on service website
8. Added research onto agenda templates
9. Created guidance documents on research for staff
10. Developed research links with local universities
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Example activities during 

self-study or own time

• GCP training  - 5 Envoys

• Informed consent training – 2 Envoys

• Recruited pharmacies into a NIHR 

study

• International Clinical Trials Day 

activities e.g. noticeboards, stands, 

parent/child “messy play” research 

morning

• Attended PPI roadshow - 3 Envoys

• Public engagement events 

– at weekend! 2 Envoys
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Placement
activities
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Impact analysis from reflective logs

Key themes Individual level
Career development
Confidence
Impact on clinical practice

Service level
Impact on clinical practice
Service improvement
Spreading the message
Future research External level

Future research
Publications
Networking with researchers
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Impact on career aspirations

ALL 8 Envoys reported that the programme had 
altered their career aspirations to include research:
•So far, from no research experience to:

–1 PhD application
–1 masters application
–1 clinical academic position
–1 considering university course to be a clinical 
trials pharmacist
–1 planning own research within the service 
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Spreading the message

• I’m looking at not just how I can implement an understanding of 
research in my own area, but also through all of the community 
hospitals.

• I feel that I would now be in a good position to signpost staff, 
patients and carers to the right place if they wanted to be involved in 
clinical research.  I also feel that I would be able to listen ... if they 
had any queries about being involved in research and would be able 
to answer some of their questions.

Future research
• I have made some great contacts with researchers in Nottingham 

and have expressed an interest in [the Trust] being involved in future 
research projects.
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Networking & publications

• Joined Council for Allied Health Professional 
Research

• Twitter
• Conference abstract
• Article in UK Pharmacy professionals journal  -

‘In Focus’ Research Issue
• Article in OTNews about Envoy programme and 

Envoy’s project
• Pharmaceutical Journal – 2 blogs about Envoy 

programme, NIHR and how pharmacists can 
get involved in research

• Co-authored paper with academic
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Reflective data about the programme itself

Positive themes
• Value of training

the fundamentals of research that I was taught theoretically, is now 
making a lot of sense now that I am seeing it in clinical practice. It 
is making me feel very enthusiastic about being involved in 
research

• Value of placements
I am so glad now that I did not plan to just do 10 days in Forensics 
because even though this was what I was most interested in, 
comparing the research undertaken there and other departments 
has helped me to become a much better research envoy

• Value of mentoring
• Value of networking
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Reflective Data 
Negative themes
• Placements

When I first contacted the team and asked about the opportunity to 
come and see the clinical trials pharmacy and what they do, I was 
told my role as a senior play specialist wouldn’t benefit from seeing 
this. I persisted and explained why I thought it would be beneficial.

It was a bit challenging knowing who to contact and how to go 
about it.

• Time
Problems/worries about having time to dedicate to the work
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Questionnaire data: 
Impact on services
• Enhanced evidence based practice
• Increased compared with baseline as to how 

their clinical work is influenced by research
– Clinical guidelines & protocols
– Prescribing formularies
– Patient education programmes
– Cultural awareness

• Impact on services:
– 5 Envoys reported that their service was 

now considering running a study or had 
been involved in an EOI process
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No knowledge Extensive
knowledge

Before

After

Mean 3.9 
point 
increase 
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No knowledge Extensive
knowledge

Before

After

Mean 3.9 
point 
increase 
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Research conversations

• ~8 fold increase in no. of conversations about 
services undertaking research

• >20 fold increase in no. of conversations with 
clinical colleagues about research

• >100 fold increase in no. of conversations with 
patients, carers or service users
– In the previous 6 months the eight Envoys had a 

total of “probably one” conversation with patients 
about research between them. During the 6m 
programme, between the eight Envoys, they had 
over 100 conversations
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Envoys’ successes & challenges

• Excellent networking 
• Some individual successes have far exceeded our 

expectations
• Not all Envoys experienced challenges

Time
• Not all Envoys had backfill/full backfill

–Clinical workload, rotas, colleague absence, 
management of change

• Not all Envoys have completed all 10 days placement
• Most Envoys used own time for some elements

• Many worked >20 days due to enthusiasm
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Project management challenges & the future

● Project management skills and time
● Administration time
● Responding to queries
● Finding placements not straightforward
● Letters of access/honorary contracts
● Designing,collecting & analysing data
● Full evaluation report available
● Further evaluation of longer term impact?
● Intend to roll out wider with proposal that Trusts and 

CRN match-fund
● Different intensities of internships?
● Resources can be shared
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The future - is funding needed?

• Challenge will be to maintain enthusiasm with no 

money/time for Envoys, or oversight

• Funding enabled us to 

–provide the possibility of backfill

–use good facilities, provide food and make 

Envoys feel valued

–provide small amount of money for projects -

not used

With lots of enthusiasm, support of your local 

CRN, clinical managers, research colleagues 

and the right project management ALL costs 

theoretically could be absorbed.
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Summary

● Qualitative and quantitative data are very positive
○ Project managers
○ Envoys
○ Managers
○ Mentors

● Challenges are mainly around time, organising 
placements and project management resource

● Impact has been substantial in some areas 
○ Individual Envoys
○ Services
○ Networking including Twitter
○ New studies
○ Greater awareness of evidence based practice
○ Patient benefit
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Final Words….. 

The Research Envoy 
programme has enabled a 
change in research culture 
and has built research 
capacity. 

It has unexpectedly become 
more than ‘spreading the 
message’ for some Envoys.
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@MrsGailMelvin
@Rekhap123
#researchenvoy

researchenvoy@nihr.ac.uk
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